Lovers Electric are an Australian electro pop band made up of fashionable husband and wife team
David Turley and Eden Boucher, both originally from Adelaide.
Though they have since been told by their families that they met as children, the couple officially met on a
summer holiday at 17, though by this time Boucher was living in the UK and so they had a long distance
relationship until Turley eventually followed her over.
The son of a poet and a composer, Turley always hoped to be a musician and began song writing at an
early age while Boucher, the fifth of seven daughters, wanted to set herself apart from her family of
musicians – three of her sisters are also professional singers – and so during their first few years in
London pursued her passion for theatre and fashion design, establishing women’s fashion label Eden
Honeydew.
Eden was eventually persuaded by David to pursue music with him and they soon began songwriting
together, founding Lovers Electric, an ode to their natural chemistry on and off the stage. In December of
2006, they recorded their first EP, Bedroom Recordings, in a mobile studio, collaborating with well-known
British drummer Fuzz Townshend. The record caught the attention of MTV who used several of the tracks
in the hugely successful reality show The Hills.
After a US tour in early 2007, they were offered the chance to tour Europe as the support act for the
reformed 80s group Orchestral Manoueveres in the Dark, an impressive opportunity for a then-unsigned
group.
Immediately after the tour, David and Eden recorded the final tracks for their debut album Whatever You
Want and planned a six week trip home to Australia. As fate would have it, they were signed to Sony
Australia who released the album only weeks later and so remained in Australia to go on tour and
promote it.
Returning to the UK 18 months later after a non-stop period of touring and performing, the couple settled
in the countryside where they began writing again, quickly putting to be a second album. Soon after they
established a base in Berlin where they have remained since.
Upon release in Germany in August 2011, Impossible Dreams entered the iTunes Top 10 Chart within 24
hours and has since topped the iTunes Alternative Chart as well. The pair are now preparing to make a
fresh splash back here at home in Australia with the album to be released in September, supported by
their first Australian tour since 2008 in October.

